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ABSTRACT:

This paper reports on the experienced gained from three projects using a radio controlled model helicopter, as a semi-metric camera platform. The modified helicopter carries a Rollei Metric camera and a small video camera as a viewfinder. The combination of low height aerial photography and dynamic platform control, is very attractive to photogrammetrists. Problems as well as solutions, possible improvements and statistics concerning commercial orthophotograph production in three sites will be discussed.

Speed, overall accuracy and appeal to the end users of the final products, is prosperous. Each case had different difficulties, with Larisa’s case being the most difficult, due to its size and height differences. The ancient scene with vertical walls of 3 m height, causing large occlusion with the 50mm lens, was the most challenging part. The final products were colour orthophotomaps of 1:50 scale. Other major problems which will be analysed are the aerial triangulation, concerning irregularity of aerial photographs, model formation, epipolar imagery generation and tilts, digital terrain modelling and model connection, contour generation and exclusion of man made features, stone plots.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fast, accurate, cheap survey and visualization of archaeological sites is a trivial demand, but far from fulfilment. The necessity of monument surveying is clear. Restoration, recording, reconstruction, or even study of an archaeological site require accurate plots. Traditional method of string grids does not meet the accuracy standards and simple survey of the site can only provide a plan with a few accurate points connected with vectors, without any further information. Both methods have the disadvantage of extra people working within the archaeological site for a prolonged period of time, which increase the possibility of accidental destruction of important findings.

Photogrammetry had a strong case in archaeology, but until now end users were discourage by cost, time needed to develop photographs and the fact that the final result was still a vector plot. Evolution of computers and the passage from analytical stereo plotters to digital ones, re-established photogrammetric procedures and products as well as applications.

Under this new aspect, orthophotographs are a very attractive photogrammetric product that can support documentation, recording as well as restoration purposes (Baratin et al., 2000). It is quite clear that photographic information with surveying accuracy form an unbeaten combination. The only thing better than this is a full 3d rendering of the site providing to the end user the ability to precise measure 3d distances between points himself (Dorffner et. al., 2000). These kinds of applications are excellent provided the end user is computer literate and has access to a powerful portable computer for in site use. Even if he can overcome the aforementioned holdbacks he will still not have in hand a paper copy for overview and communication purposes with workers.

From this aspect orthophotographs are still the best possible solution. What is still a disadvantage in comparison with ground survey is processing time and cost.

Use of low altitude platforms for photography have been reported in many cases (Miyatsuka, 1996, Theodoridou, et. al. 2000, Zischinsky et. al., 2000, Karras et. al. 1999, Ioannidis et. al., 2000). Kites, balloons, cranes, helicopters, radio controlled model helicopters, rope-way, fish rods and well buckets are only some of the ingenious methods photogrammetrists are using for low altitude photography.

In most of these cases, the ideal layout of the photographs is not attained. This is reported in the case of the radio controlled model helicopter (Tokmakidis et. al., 2002) and in the case of the balloon (Karras et. al., 1999), and generally in any case where the photographer cannot fully control the position (kites, balloons) or he is not physically behind the camera (rope-way, fish rods, well buckets). Although the radio-controlled helicopter with a radio link for transmission of the imaged object in the ground does not seems to suffer from the aforementioned problems, this is not the case. Even highly skilled operators cannot fully control the movement of the model helicopter due to random wind blows and the inherent manoeuvrability of the helicopter as a conceptual design.

Therefore the scale is not equal between photographs and overlaps are far from the ideal (fig. 1). Model helicopter though can easily capture an excessive number of photographs and therefore allow for selection among them. Use of a full-scale helicopter with a large format camera (13x18 cm) and the operator on board as reported by Ioannidis et. al. (2000) is the case which simulates the most aerial photography. On the other hand there are some limitations such as:

- the necessity of a large format terrestrial camera in order to keep the number of photographs as low as possible,
- the necessary approval of the flight plan under the proper authorities, especially for such low altitude flights,
- the limited time in conjunction with the cost,
- availability and outsourcing.
In this paper the experience gathered from four independent projects using photographs from the radio controlled helicopter will be analysed. The method used is described in detail by Tokmakidis and Skarlatos, 2002.

2. SITES AND PROJECTS

2.1 Orthophotograph production in Asprovalta excavations.

This project was concerned with 1:100 colour orthophoto production over a 1400 sq. meters archaeological site of an ancient cottage in Asprovalta (fig. 2). It should be noted that Dr. Beleni, the archaeologist who was supervising the excavations on the site was not familiar with orthophotographs and this product was a new approach for her. The three dimensional plotting was quite uncomfortable because strong tilts and scale differences do not allow for comfortable stereo viewing. This case holds for all projects. Another result of the lack of experience was the triple visit of the site due to small gaps on coverage, spotted after development of films. The project was completed rather hasty due to lack of time because of these recursive visits.

The second project was also concerned with colour orthophotograph production of 1:100 scale in Dilos island. In addition, Prof. Chatzidakis, who is the head archaeologist for the excavations on the site, asked for the traditional vector plots as well. Although open to ‘new’ technologies wanted the vector plot for presentations purposes among his colleagues. Problems confronted in this case were raised from the fact that the site was located on an uninhabited island, which operates during work hours as a site museum, without any amenities or cars. The radio helicopter and all additional hardware (GPS receivers, Rollei Metric etc) had to be carried on foot from harbour to the particular location, a distance of 1 km. The particular day of the photography, the wind was 6 beaufort, and there was a serious consideration whether the helicopter could fly with such wind. The model helicopter surprised us all by completing the photography without any problems and raising our esteem to it. Since processing time was amble, this project has been regarded as a pilot project, done with great detail and rather slowly than what is commercially accepted. The final product can be viewed in fig. 3. The final product was plotted and delivered in 1:50 scale also, without any problems.

2.2 Orthophotograph production and vector plot in Dilos excavations.

The second project was also concerned with colour orthophotograph production of 1:100 scale in Dilos island. In addition, Prof. Chatzidakis, who is the head archaeologist for the excavations on the site, asked for the traditional vector plots as well. Although open to ‘new’ technologies wanted the vector plot for presentations purposes among his colleagues. Problems confronted in this case were raised from the fact that the site was located on an uninhabited island, which operates during work hours as a site museum, without any amenities or cars. The radio helicopter and all additional hardware (GPS receivers, Rollei Metric etc) had to be carried on foot from harbour to the particular location, a distance of 1 km. The particular day of the photography, the wind was 6 beaufort, and there was a serious consideration whether the helicopter could fly with such wind. The model helicopter surprised us all by completing the photography without any problems and raising our esteem to it. Since processing time was amble, this project has been regarded as a pilot project, done with great detail and rather slowly than what is commercially accepted. The final product can be viewed in fig. 3. The final product was plotted and delivered in 1:50 scale also, without any problems.
2.3 Orthophoto production in Larisa’s ancient theatre.

Larisa’s ancient theatre has been discovered a couple of years ago under a street and twelve apartment buildings in the city centre. The buildings have been demolished and the theatre now is under reconstruction.

Detailed plots of 1:50 scale were necessary showing current state. Mr. Tziafalias, the responsible archaeologist for the restoration and conservation of the theatre, have been informed about orthophotographs and directly asked for such product. The total area of the theatre was 5400 square meters, with a height difference of 13.5. In particular, within the scene there were height differences of 2.5 meters in the walls, which from 22.5 m which was the selected flying height, develop a 1:9 ratio of object depth : camera-object distance. The expected occlusions were very big and therefore excessive number of photographs was taken over the scene.

In order to correctly orthorectify the photographs a detailed DTM was collected. It was even more intense and detailed than 3d plots of features, since all features had to be double plotted with one line describing the upper edge and another on the lower one. These lines were then divided in 5 cm steps, creating points in these intersections. Additional points were measured in order to describe the surface exactly. The final DTM has been created using only points, without any breakline information. Triangles created were not mixing information from different levels due to their high density in comparison to simple height points. DTM collection was fully manual and time consuming.

In addition, almost all photographs over the scene were rectified and the best ones were selected for mosaicking. A lot of work was necessary in order to connect many orthophotographs so that the final result to be acceptable and the walls vanished from the final product (fig. 4). The final mosaic was retouched for tone balancing and elimination of stretching in some areas with strong relief.

![Figure 4. Final mosaic of Larisa’s ancient theatre (original mosaic of 1:50 scale).](image)

2.4 Facades and sections over the scene of the ancient theatre of Larisa.

As part of the theater’s recording and restoration, sections and facades of the scene at 1:25 scale were also needed. Since the surfaces were rather flat and in order to cut down the cost, simple rectification of photographs was selected as the most appropriate approach.

21 independent sections and facades were requested. This project was the most intense in terms of photography. A specialized group of three people was working for twenty hours in order to stick 321 control points in inner and outer surfaces of the scene, measure the network and the control points and take 131 photographs.

Since the control points should be measured with 1.25 cm precision, a traverse with eleven stations was established and measured with reference to a previously established network of four stations. From each station at least four angles and two distances (measured at least twice) were measured to known and unknown stations. Observations were used for least squares solution. The solution had residuals of 0.6, 0.9 and 1.3 cm in X, Y and Z respectively. From these stations the 321 control points were measured using angle intersections or distance and angle measurements. Relative accuracy the control points is less than 2 cm.

In order to perform projective transformation on the photographs, simple in-house software was created and used to calculate the best fit (using least squares) vertical plane passing through the control points of each section or facade. The new coordinates were calculated, with the Z being the distance from the best-fit surface.

Although special care has been taken in order to view at least four control points in all photographs, where this was impossible a foul triangulation was taking place. Although the photographs were strongly converged aerial software had no problem at all solving the bundle adjustment. The exterior orientation was then used to produce orthophotographs at zero elevation.

![Figure 5. Three meters high corridor. The dark part was under shadow and processed with wallis filtering, prior to mosaiking.](image)

3. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Experience is an expensive and invaluable asset in such projects. Expensive because it is gained the hard way; by the try and failure method. This is mentioned particularly for the first project. Absence of the onboard video camera lead to a triple visit for what today seems an extremely easy job.

The communication between the helicopter operator and the ‘navigator’ who looks the video and triggers the photograph needs a lot of work. Guiding helicopter movement by seeing only the video is difficult, not to mention that the operator can only rarely hover on the point the ‘navigator’ wants. That’s the main reason why the layout of the photographs is almost random.

In all cases the aerial bundle software performed well. Large attitudes of up to 75 degrees on phi and omega did not cause any problems at all. The main problem is the uncomfortable viewing of the operator during three-dimensional plotting. A self-levelling mechanism of the photographic camera would be welcomed, along with a lock mechanism of the flying height. Variations in flying height cause scale discrepancies, which deteriorate the situation. These are our next considerations for improvements.
Another interesting fact is that the scale of the photography and the final plot reaches 1:10 ratio, especially for orthophotograph production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Asprovalta</th>
<th>Dilos</th>
<th>Larisa theatre</th>
<th>Larisa scene (sections and facades)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final orthophoto scale</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>1:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area [sq. meters]</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera &amp; Lens</td>
<td>Rollei Metric 60006 50mm</td>
<td>Rollei Metric 60006 50mm</td>
<td>Rollei Metric 60006 50mm</td>
<td>Rollei Metric 60006 50mm and 80mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control points</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs taken</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography and control measurements [hours/people]</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>8/3</td>
<td>9/4</td>
<td>20/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average photo scale</td>
<td>1:520</td>
<td>1:480</td>
<td>1:450</td>
<td>1:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs used</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning resolution [dpi]</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning [man days]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangulation and model preparation [man days]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT : RMS control X,Y,Z [cm]</td>
<td>2.2,2.7, 5.6</td>
<td>1.8,2.2, 3.9</td>
<td>1.2,1.3, 2.4</td>
<td>Variable &lt;2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTM collection [man days]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthophotos [man days]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaics [man days]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d plotting [man days]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation and printing of hard copies, retouch of images [man days]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time [man days]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of plots [A0]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size [m]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of projects. Man days is the workload for each task. Tasks such as DTM collection, plotting etc, can be done simultaneously or in shifts, hence reducing delivery time. AT: Aerial Triangulation.

What's common in all cases is the fact that the accuracy implied from the scale of the final product is not meet. It is very expensive, and unviable commercially to try to reach accuracies of 1.25 cm in 1:50 orthophotographs. Archaeologists and architects are not familiar with the relationship between scale and accuracy and therefore consider these terms independent from each other. Therefore they happily accept a really big discount for a product printed at scale 1:50 with accuracy standards of 1:100.

If we had decided to follow the photogrammetric practise at scale 1:25, saying that control points should have three times better accuracy than the expected from the final product, meaning that control points should have been measured with ±0.2 cm, the cost of 321 control points would have raised more than the total budget and would have been a great challenge for any researcher.

We shall not forget side products such as the complete DTM of the area. Contours might not be the best possible way to represent the 3rd dimension, especially when man-made features are present. What the end users considered interesting when unofficially presented to them, was a red-blue orthorectified representation of their sites. This and a photo realistic representation (Ioannidis et. al., 2000) are the best applications of a good DTM.

From Larisas project became apparent that orthophotograph production might not be faster, nor more economic than line plotting but it is much better as a scene representation to the final user.

Time needed for film processing and scanning is considerable when in comparison with the whole project. A digital camera with high resolution might be the answer to this problem. Resolutions are now starting to compete with film and time for downloading the image from the CCD to memory pose two serious holdbacks. Until they reach the same resolution level, in order to keep the same number of processing photographs and models, usage of such camera is not considered.

Another advantage of the model helicopter is the speed of the photographic procedure. The helicopter can shoot a twelve-shoot film in less than 10 minutes. The most competitive platform, the balloon, is much slower. In addition requires three people handling it and they have to walk simultaneously over the site in order to position it. On the other hand height can be better adjusted and layout is similar or better. With a 6 beaufort wind speed though, the balloon is unlikely to be able to complete the task and therefore we still consider the model helicopter as the better platform for fast acquisition of photographs in such cases.
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